Micromechanical model of biphasic biomaterials with internal adhesion: Application to nanocellulose hydrogel composites.
The mechanical properties of hydrated biomaterials are non-recoverable upon unconfined compression if adhesion occurs between the structural components in the material upon fluid loss and apparent plastic behaviour. We explore these micromechanical phenomena by introducing an aggregation force and a critical yield pressure into the constitutive biphasic formulation for transversely isotropic tissues. The underlying hypothesis is that continual fluid pressure build-up during compression temporarily supresses aggregation. Once compression stops and the pressure falls below some critical value, internal aggregation occurs over a time scale comparable to the poroelastic time. We demonstrate this model by predicting the mechanical response of bacterial nanocellulose hydrogel composites, which are promising biomaterials and a structural mimetic for the plant cell wall. Cross-linking of cellulose by xyloglucan creates an extensional resistance and substantially increases the compressive modulus under large compression and densification. In comparison, incorporating non-crosslinking arabinoxylan into the hydrogel has little effect on its mechanics at the strain rates investigated. These results assist in elucidating the mechanical role of these polysaccharides in the complex plant cell wall structure. They also suggest xyloglucan is a suitable candidate to tailor the stiffness of nanocellulose hydrogels in biomaterial design, which includes modulating cell-adhesion in tissue engineering applications. The model and overall approach may be utilised to characterise and design a myriad of biomaterials and mammalian tissues, particularly those with a fibrillar structure. The mechanical properties of hydrated biomaterials can be non-recoverable upon compression due to increased adhesion occurring between the structural components in the material. Cellulose-hemicellulose composite hydrogels constitute a classical example of this phenomenon, since fibres can freely re-orient and adhere upon fluid loss to produce significant variations in the mechanical response to compression. Here, we model their micromechanics by introducing an aggregation force and a critical yield pressure into the constitutive formulation for transversely isotropic biphasic materials. The resulting model is easy to implement for routine characterization of this type of hydrated biomaterials through unconfined compression testing and produces physically meaningful and reproducible mechanical parameters.